
ACCESSORIES



The UBCO 2x2 loves to be kitted out, 
so we have produced some custom 
UBCO accessories to help you carry 
more. With standard M8 nuts and bolts, 
you can attach anything you want 
– Fishing rods, our custom Pannier 
Bags or Cargo Decks, hunting rifles, 
all your on the farm tools or even your 
surfboard. 

Your UBCO, your way.

SAY HELLO TO THE UBCO 
ACCESSORIES.



Move your gear with ease on this hard-wearing Front 
Cargo Deck. Designed to expand your load carrying 
capacity on the front of your UBCO 2x2, it helps you take 
more, wherever you want to go. Transport feed, carry your 
tools, or even taxi your dogs around the farm.

The aluminium rail comes pre-assembled. However, you 
can remove it if you need to.

 A Sturdy high-density polyethylene (HDPE) base

 A Removable dual aluminium rail

 A 500mm x 104.3mm x 330mm (WHL)

 A Recommended max carry weight of 20kg

ACC-FCD-0-001

RRP $249.00 (INC GST)
RRP $226.36 (EXCL GST)

FRONT CARGO DECKD1



Take the hassle out of moving your gear with our 
convenient Rear Cargo Deck. Designed with strength in 
mind, it allows you to increase your carrying capacity on 
the rear of your UBCO 2x2. Carry more, wherever you 
want to go, with less hassle. 

The aluminium rail comes pre-assembled on the Rear 
Cargo Deck. However, you can remove it or switch it 
around if you need to.

 A Sturdy high-density polyethylene (HDPE) base

 A Removable dual aluminium rail

 A 500mm x 104.3mm x 430mm (WHL)

 A Recommended max carry weight of 40kg

ACC-RCD-0-001

RRP $269.00 (INC GST)
RRP $244.55 (EXCL GST)

REAR CARGO DECKD2



Our clever Pannier Frames unlock the ability for the UBCO 
2x2 to carry UBCO Pannier Bags on the rear of the bike, 
giving you the opportunity to carry more gear, no matter 
where you’re going. 

 A Corrosion resistant aluminium alloy

 A Compatible with UBCO Pannier Bag and  
Backpack

 A Compact and lightweight design

 A 28mm x 243mm x 340mm (WHL)

ACC-PFS-0-001

RRP $109.00 (INC GST)
RRP $99.09 (EXCL GST)

PANNIER FRAMESP1



Expand your carrying capacity with our Pannier Bag. This 
handy bag is perfect for carrying everything you need 
out in the field, whether that’s your hunting gear, laptop, 
fishing tackle, or lunch. Simply lock the bag onto our 
Pannier Frame and you’re away.

 A Water resistant 600D Polyester

 A Handy rain cover

 A Padded laptop compartment

 A Roll top enclosure expands for increased cargo 
capacity

 A 150mm x 400mm x 300mm (WHL) – 18lt capacity 

ACC-PB-0-001

RRP $219.00 (INC GST)
RRP $199.09 (EXCL GST)

PANNIER BAGP2



Increase your carrying load with our handy Pannier 
Backpack. Perfect for excursions away from the bike, this 
pannier has the ability to convert into a backpack, while 
also functioning as a standard pannier bag. This bag feels 
equally at home riding through the city streets, or climbing 
over mountain trails. What’s not to love? 

 A Shoulder straps for backpack function

 A Water resistant 600D Polyester

 A Handy rain cover 

 A Padded laptop compartment up to 15” and water bottle 
compartment

 A Roll top enclosure expands for increased cargo capacity

 A 150mm x 440mm x 300mm (WHL) – 20lt capacity

ACC-PBP-0-001

RRP $219.00 (INC GST)
RRP $199.09 (EXCL GST)

PANNIER BACK PACKP3



Make custom attachments for your UBCO 2x2 with these 
handy adapters. Use the L-adapter to attach plywood or 
equivalent panels onto the front and rear decks of the 
2x2 to increase the bike’s carrying capacity. The Tube 
Adapter can be used to secure carrying tubes on the 
side of the bike. Tubes can be handy if you wish to carry 
walking sticks, rakes, or rods.

 A Comes with Tube Adapters, Velcro Straps  
and L-adapters 

 A Corrosion resistant aluminium alloy

 A Nuts, bolts and washers included in pack

ACC-AP-001

RRP $59.00 (INC GST)
RRP $53.64 (EXCL GST)

ADAPTER PACKA1



Move your UBCO 2x2 around with ease on our Towball 
Mount Bike Rack. Whether it’s getting into the back 
country, taking your 2x2 down to the beach, or taking it 
on your next RV adventure, this bike rack will help you 
explore further, wherever it is you want to go.

 A Black powdercoated 250 Steel

 A Suitable for 50mm towballs only

 A Comes equipped with 5x Elastic Tie Downs

 A We recommend travelling with your battery removed

 A 440mm x 695mm x 420mm (WHL)

ACC-BR-001

RRP $269.00 (INC GST)
RRP $244.55 (EXCL GST)

TOWBALL BIKE RACKR1ADAPTER PACK
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